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Mission Outrageous™ Overview
In this outrageous adventure, your group will be 
challenged to walk the line between competition 
and collaboration utilizing technology and inge-
nuity. Teams can choose to complete challenges 
that draw on their physical, intellectual and cre-
ative strengths. This mobile app-based adven-
ture allows groups to forge their individual paths 
toward a common goal in a fun and sometimes 
outrageous way.  Mission Outrageous is particu-
larly useful for goal-setting, exercising strategy 
and communication, and is perfect for larger 
groups.

Your Team’s Outcome
Renewed connection, commitment to mission, 
confidence and energy for the work ahead. Mis-
sion Outrageous presents as a half-day program 
for  groups of 10 to 1000, or can be used in a 
multi-day program to reinforce additional learn-
ing. 

How Mission Outrageous Works
Mission Outrageous’ team development pro-
cess encourages teams to bond through fun 
and creative challenges. The mission: complete 
challenges, collect clues, and solve the mys-
tery. There are multiple types of challenges from 
creative photo and video challenges, mental 
challenges and physical challenges too! As the 
adventure unfolds, teams discover that collabo-
ration is the key to success, as diverse tasks tax 
limited time and resources. The competing ob-
jectives of maximizing points for your team while 
ensuring success for the larger whole mirror the 
challenge of leading successful teams while 
maintaining focus on the organization’s mission.  

The mission begins with a brief overview of the 
technology, an opportunity to practice, and time 
for strategic planning. As teams disperse to be-
gin their mission, some of the individual tasks 
call for collaboration with other groups to achieve 
success. As the mission ends, teams return to a 
central location to perform additional challenges, 
pool resources to solve the mystery, and see 
“Best Of” photo and video submissions for select 
challenges. 

A skillfully facilitated debrief identifies your 
group’s capabilities and opportunities for devel-
opment and ensures maximum transfer of learn-
ings and commitments. 

Learning Outcomes
• Develop your strategy “muscles
• Focus on organizational mission  
• Explore the importance of communication up, 
down and across teams and boundaries 
• Understand the process of collaborating 
across teams and geographies

Clients Say
“Our experience was amazing! Synergy did such 
a great job. Our team can be tough to impress 
but Synergy does it every time.” 
  –Jeremy Miller 
   Dir. of Business Development 
    Elevate Addiction Services


